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Explaining GNNs
Post-hoc instance-level explanation Diverging Distributions between ! and " #∗

Intuition: An explanation on a graph from 
GNN is the subgraph that can mix up with 
any random graphs and yet does not 
change GNN’s prediction.

Implementation

Nice Property: the proposed mixup approach 
could reduce the distance between the 
explanation and original graphs.

Proposed generalized GIB objective

Nice property:    The generalized GIB 
objective is equivalent to vanilla GIB 

Ground truth shifts away from original graph

If we visualize the 
output before the last 
layer of the model to 
be explained !, then 
plotted with t-SNE, 
we can find that:

Mix explanation aligns well with original graph
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Code and 
Data

https://github.com/jz48/MixupExplainer

Graph Information Bottleneck (GIB) Objectives
in a nut shell : 
What was right and 
what was wrong?
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Intractability 
of "($|&∗)Mutual information ( &∗, $ = " $ − "($|&∗)

Experiments
Mix explanation aligns well with original graph
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Conclusion
• Be careful if you are using GNNExplainer or PGExplainer! You might encounter distribution shifting issue 

between ! " and ! "∗ .
• An explanation of a GNN’s prediction on an original graph is the subgraph that can mix up with any random 

graphs and does not change GNN’s prediction.

All these four improvements 
strongly correlated to each other 
with statistical significance:
The improvements achieved by 
MixupExplainer in explanations 
accuracy own to the successful 
alleviation of the distribution 
shifting issue.

Table 1. Explanation faithfulness in terms of AUC-ROC on edges. 
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Discover subgraphs that 
explain the prediction of a 
trained GNN. 
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